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Logline

Set around the imagination of a group of young children, the story focuses on one lost 
child as he journeys through the dangerous world of a supermarket in search of his 
parents.

Synopsis

Act 3: His mother in the supermarket down one of the isles finds the lost child after 
reeking havoc with new friends.

Act 1: After realising that our main protagonist is lost, he runs through an imaginary 
world within the supermarket. Crashes into two brave other children (brother and sister 
to each other).

Tone: Dark, Maroon colour tones, Cloudy, Dusty, Dirty.

Act 2: With help from the other two children they overcome obstacles within the 
different environments (the various isles in the supermarket) that feed their imagination. 
Focusing on elements of ice/freezer isle and lava filled areas/sauces to lead to a 
treasure cove of ‘candy’.

Tone: Part 1: Clean, Blues, Lots of white, Open spaces, Empty (lonely?).
Tone: Part 2: Dark, Reds, Enclosed, Sharp.

Act 3: The children go crazy over the sugared treasure, as a hand comes into the shot 
the children ‘awaken’ from their imaginary world in which they find the havoc they have 
caused.

Tone: Part 1: Vast, Multicolour, Focusing on gold or bright, playful.
Tone: Part 2: Boring, Dab colours, normal supermarket sounds. Faded realism.
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Characters

‘Lost boy’ Toby
The main lost child within the animation.
Sex: Male. Age: 5
Back-story:
Having got distracted he’s now lost and wandering around the supermarket.
Characteristics:
Very round appearance and personality.
Scared.
Timid.

‘Knight’ Ella
Strong young girl.
Sex: Female. Age: 8
Back-story:
Care free young girl just playing around in the supermarket.
Characteristics:
Older sister ‘vibe’.
Strong willed.
Tom boy-ish.
Caring.

‘Mage’ Reuben 'Roo'
Pretty boy younger brother of Ella.
Sex: Male. Age: 6
Back-story:
Having not much to do when going shopping, Beans follows his sisters games but 
usually plays his own take as he gets bored easily.
Characteristics:
Short attention span.
Egotist.
Cheeky.

‘Security Guard/Dragon’
Initially seen as the dangerous dragon, in the end he is revealed to be a security guard 
trying to get hold of the wandering children.
Sex: Male. Age: 31
Back-story:
Having been told there were some wandering children playing around the store, he 
goes to investigate and get them in order to find their parents.
Characteristics:
Big.
Fearsome.
At the end, apathetic.

‘Deli Woman/Yeti’
This lady is the crazy fish wielding supermarket worker that the kids bump into behind 
the fish counter t as they mistake it for some sort of treasure trove.
Sex: Female Age: 55
Back-story:
She works behind the fish counter day in, day out. She feels as though time drags on 
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and passes by her each day with horrible customers to deal with.
Characteristics:
Grumpy.
Bored.
Straight forward.

‘Ominous Hand’ The mother
Toby’s mother, not sure where Toby had gone she went on her own search for him 
although it wasn’t quite the same. She sadly didn’t have a much fun either.
Sex: Female Age: 40
Back-story:
Going to do the usual shop at the local supermarket but appears to have gotten carried 
away and lost her son Toby.
Characteristics:
Caring.
Mindful.
Busy.
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Act 1

Scene 1
Starts with a black screen.
Sound of child screening in fear.
(attempting to capture the feeling of being lost).
Childs mouth opens wide, a realisation that he is lost and alone.
Zooming into the mouth the shot moves onto another black frame.

Scene 2
From the darkness a mountain range comes into shot sliding in from the left to the right 
side of the screen.
The shot zooms into the dot that then fades into a low close up shot of the dirt ridden 
dark floor with the main protagonists feet run across.
Opens up the dark desolate landscape. Extreme wide shot.
A small dot is running in fear across the bottom left of the screen heading toward the 
right side.
Snaps back to feet.
Cropped close up shot of lost boys eyes with a scared facial expression, peering left to 
right.
Snaps to mid-shot with child running in search of something. Heading from right to left.
Cropped mid-shot of child turning around and quick walking backwards.
Knocks into an object.
Twists and falls onto his back.

Scene 3
Close up shot of a dark figure, appears on screen.
Slowly turning around in a downward motion, from the right.
Taking up the whole screen, the dark figure glares down onto the lost boy.
Snap, back into normal lighting and there stands the Knight girl Ella, using the same 
proportions with the previous shot.
Out comes Mage boy Roo from behind her by peering around.

Scene 4
At a slight angle to Toby, Ella's hand comes onto the screen offering a hand to get back 
up. Close up shot. Hand comes in from the right.
Pause of Toby's reactions as he contemplates the gesture, hesitation.
Changes to side angle mid-shot, of the group in which we see Ella and Toby holding 
each others hands. Toby is on the left facing the right.
A pause of appreciation although still trying to capture the 'timid' side of Toby.
Both let go of one another slowly and calmly.

Scene 5
Extreme close up of Toby's arm whilst he holds it and rubs it in fear. Facing the left.
Mid-shot focuses on Ella and Roo as Ella questions what's wrong through body 
language and facial expressions. Roo stands tall and proud camera from the front.
Snaps back to extreme close up of Toby's hand on his arm.
Ella's arm comes into shot to reassure and hold onto Toby's arm.

Scene 6
Change to mid-shot of the three from a forty-five degree angle back of Toby looking 
down and up Ella's arm as it is placed on him.
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Both Ella and Roo look at Toby in a friendly and reassuring manner.
Loud deep bellow of a heavy tanoid sound, alerts the children as they look around in 
fear. Screen appears to vibrate.
The kids begin to turn and run away off the screen towards the right.

Scene 7
Wide shot of children running off at a forty-five degree angle looking downwards.
As the children run off screen the camera moves backwards and looks upwards slowly.
Looking downwards still, the camera moves upwards to have a large extreme wide 
shot of the vast world.
Laid out like a supermarket but each isle is its own mini world/environment.
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Credits

Laid out on a till checkout, each person is shown on an individual item.
The order and the affiliation with the animation shown as listed below:

Egg box – A Cluk Animations...
Flour – Made by Chris Luk
Bread stick – Sound & Music by Danny Cooper
Sweet packet – Main characters designed by Jade Hodgson 
Rocket Lolly – Background Art by Liam Rushfirth
Packet of biscuits – Supermarket Background Art by Abi Sharp
Fish – Yeti Designed & Animated by Hannah McCann
Alphabet Spaghetti – Graphics by James Flanagan
Noodle pot – 3D Layout by Andy Howden
Cabbage – Colouring by Rachel King
Golden syrup – Colouring by Sacha Frampton
Sauce pot – Model Sculpted by Natalie Fyfe.

Bananas – With Thanks to...

Animators/other creatives
Extra sound artists

Leeds College of Art
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After Credits shot

Snaps to a shot of the supermarket looking down one of the isles.
Roo and Ella come across in the background, Ella’s stood triumphantly on a 
supermarket trolley with a basket on her head.
Roo is seen pushing her along which she holds a French bread stick.

Cluk_animations
at the end.
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